MEETING AGENDA
July 7, 2011: 9:00am – 3:30pm
Location: NOAA Pacific Services Center
Pacific Guardian Center, 737 Bishop St., Mauka Tower, Room #1550

9:00 am Welcome/Introductions

9:15 am Opening Remarks by Lieutenant Governor Brian Schatz

9:25 am Climate Science and Assessments
Objective: 1) Overview latest climate information for Hawaii; 2) Overview National Climate Assessment and how ORMP can plug into/benefit from the process; 3) Q&A/ discussion
- Dr. Chip Fletcher, UH School of Ocean & Earth Science & Technology (update of climate science; local conclusions)
- Dr. Victoria Keener, Pacific Regional Integrated Science & Assessment (National Climate Assessment)

Break

Climate Change Adaptation Case Study: Nanakuli Landfill
Objective: 1) Provide case study for Climate Adaptation; and 2) Q&A/ discussion
- Dr. Victoria Keener, Pacific RISA

10:30 am Implementing Framework for Climate Change Adaptation
Objective: 1) Status update; 2) Discussion on where we are headed; 3) Overview of important aspects and real examples of risk and vulnerability assessments; and 4) Discuss options and resources to move toward a Climate Action Plan for Hawaii
1. Build Adaptation Team/Vision
2. Statewide Climate Change Policy Development
3. Identify Planning Areas
4. Scope Impacts

12:00 pm Lunch Break (on your own) *Make sure to swap your parking passes

1:15 pm Implementing Framework for Climate Change Adaptation (con’t.)
5. Risk and Vulnerability Assessments (RVA): completed, ongoing, planned
   - Dr. Heather Bell, Pacific Disaster Center (RVAs; real examples)
   - Randolph Sykes, Oahu Metropolitan Planning Organization (vulnerability assessment; lessons learned)
6. RVA onward (discussion on gaps and potential resources/options)

Break

Drafting a Climate Change Policy
Objective: 1) Discuss key elements of a statewide climate change policy for straw policy at August workshop to catapult effort.

3:15 pm Next Steps and Follow Up
Objective: 1) Reconfirm next meeting date, interim tasks, and due dates.